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Executive Committee Meeting – 16-03-2021 

Attendance: SWC (President), MW (FCO), MP (VP), SS (Social Chair), JS 

(PG&M), ES (Senior Welfare), BT (JCR Chair), TB (Sports & Socs), RM (PR 

Officer), MF (Facilities), LB (Outreach Chair), ER (Librarian), LH 

(Communities Chair) 

Location: Zoom 

 

SU Democracy Review (SWC) 

SWC Would be good to give a Cuth’s response to the democracy review. Given that report 

is out it would be good to build on the findings. Good to formulate ways of sorting things. 

The following thoughts came out of SU comm 

EGALITARIAN: we don’t want assembly to be more inaccessible 

SU reps aren’t utilised, so should have better training or possibly be Common Room 

Presidents instead 

Shouldn’t have to go through colleges to submit motions as some people don’t feel 

part of college communities, and the tone of JCRs will vary significantly 

Findings slightly frustrating: students general understandings and perceptions of 

minorities were false - it’s not unreasonable to put more energy into students that need 

more support 

Those who invest in colleges have minority reps and tend to care about them 

SUs prioritising minority groups is a good thing because not every student is going to 

interact with the SU but those that aren’t being fought for by the SU have other 

communities 

Being able to make amendments in the meeting would allow more discussion 

No positive impact on officers - having a committee. Could be broader than officer 

scrutiny, maybe also include trustees 

More assemblies would be good 

Assembly oversight groups: no-one who didn’t hate the SU would want to do it 

Make it simpler, make it better explanations 

Expand the number of people on assembly [copied from what SWC posted in exec 

group chat] 

BT I kind of agree with what you’ve said 
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MP While you 100% should not be mandated to go through a college to submit a motion, 

but I think if it became commonplace to do so (or to pass it through a association as JSoc did 

at the last assembly) it could be a good thing, and get more people to see motions. 

RM How could you facilitate it being more commonplace? 

MP A hard question. We could potentially just start it and hope it catches on. 

SWC We could do one motion a year/term? Kind of like the DSU does for the NSU. 

RM I like this idea – we could mandate that we could take things to assembly. At the 

moment it’s individuals, and they struggle to submit on their own. 

SWC More assemblies – I think this is a good idea. JCR meetings have been broken down a 

bit and I think it has improved it – people are more engaged. 

SS Completely agree – makes it more accessible. You tune out if it’s too long. 

BT Part of the reason JCR meetings are more popular is that they are in the bar – I don’t 

know how you could make assembly is more fun – lack of atmosphere – how could that be 

done? 

SWC Drinking is a problem as we can’t do it at SU assembly due to it being held in lecture 

halls. The SU are against it anyway. I think there could be innovation on the SU’s part to 

make it less boring and procedural. There’s no reason you would know people on assembly. 

Perhaps they could do a random seating plan? 

RM Issue is that you can’t amend motions on the spot – sometimes have to push things 

back a meeting.  

SWC They don’t want meeting amendments for accessibility – the SU also takes its 

responsibilities as a charity more anxiously and paranoidedly. 

RM SU rejects a lot of motion before going to assembly, which has caused issues in the 

past – how can this be combatted? 

SWC Me and RM will write up a letter and run it by you guys – there doesn’t seem to be a 

huge divergence of opinion in this group. We’re on a bit of tight deadline as ideally it would 

be done by the end of term. Could we organise a focus group? 

SS Part of the problem is engagement is low – people don’t have strong opinions – 

people who want to engage probably already have. 

RM Many people can agree on what the problems are – we are just looking for ideas 

SWC We could put out an ideas form and make them a good idea – people can then fill it 

out if they want to – avoids a low attendance zoom call.  

MP We should post in groups and be transparent – people should know what we are going 

to say and at least be able to say that they agree or don’t agree before we say it. 

LB We should also share this to our committees.  
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Emails and google drive compliance (MW) 

MW In the trustee meeting we talked about GDPR. Please delete everything older than 5 

years.  I can do this for you if you do not want to. 

SS Is this all the drives of people who have gone before? 

MW If it’s data related it has to go. Useful stuff can stay. 

SWC If you are making a form that collects data use a tick box, and we need to put a link to 

our data policy, so that everyone can potentially read it. You can run them past MW or me 

when needed. 

MW Me and TB will collaborate to ensure S&S are obeying the rules. 

TB There may be old google drives that we need to address. 

 

AOB 

Handovers 

LB How does the handover period work? 

SWC You are still in positions next term. It’s up to you how the handover works, so long as 

it happens. It’s ok to leave it until after exams. If you want to have them involved feel free to, 

but don’t just force work on them. It’s basically up to you. Can be helpful to meet multiple 

times. But it doesn’t really matter. RJ and EM (FCO/President 2019-20) wrote a template 

which could be helpful – includes a question on what you would have done if you had the 

chance (very relevant this year). Important people know how your position works in a normal 

year. Handover will be read over to make sure its up to scratch, I will share this. 

 

Social Chair (or lack thereof) 

SS For social chair – literally no one wants to do it on social comm. What happens if no 

one runs – I’m not tethered to it am I? 

SWC If no one runs its basically done by the President until someone can do it. Social chair 

is a big one for AW (President-elect) in freshers’ week. Would be great to have someone to 

fill it. If anyone knows anyone who would do it please encourage them to run – they would 

get a lot of support. It’s tough because many haven’t experienced summer ball or cuth’s day. 

Between a president and the FCO the JCR won’t crumble, it will just take up time and events 

will think happen. 

BT People might be more willing after cuth’s day 

SS For handover – should I just prepare a document and take whoever gets it talk them 

through it 
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SWC Try not to make them too specific – people should be able to look back through it in 5 

years – if you leave bits out it can hurt people down the line. You can borrow from previous 

years’ handover. EM copied stuff across for my handover and say who said what. 

 

Communities Chair 

LH How is comms chair going to be elected – after minority reps? 

SWC Once there’s a full committee there’ll be an internal election. You don’t really need a 

chair over the summer. Only really need a chair when exec meetings start. 

 

Extension of Next Term 

ES Are we any further forward with the extension of next term? 

SWC University’s governing board said they need more details and time. Provided the 

justifications is adequate, I think it could pass. Once they are assured I think it will be fine. 

No promises. Can’t set anything in stone 

SS Worried about confirming dates – could we have summer ball after the end of term? 

The dates are going quickly. 

SWC Ultimately it’s up to us, but if term isn’t extended freshers will be gone. There’s no 

reason we couldn’t do it. 

TB if freshers move to private rent they could move there? 

SWC True. Sometimes a gap of a couple of days. I’m urging caution. But I agree dates are 

going quickly. SS me and MW need to have this conversation 

 

Sports! 

TB If sports are legal from 29th march – can we then put events on during the holidays as 

a JCR? 

SWC Good question. I’ve seen the uni roadmap. It’s not complete. Basically no real 

organised sport until the start of next term. The only thing for the 12th of April is the sport 

and wellbeing park. Everything else 26th, so inclined to say no. A 6 people kick about I think 

would be ok in the name of Cuth’s JCR. May be limited to groups of 6.  

TB If it is legal, how can the uni stop us? 

SWC If it’s on their property they can stop us. We’d also need to get people testing twice 

weekly. There will be sport specific protocols. I will get a clearer answer but for now no large 

scale sport over the holidays. 
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Social 

SWC Do people want some sort of social? I know we’ve done online socials that have been 

quite fun. From the 29th we can see 6 people outside – if people are around in Durham we can 

be creative – exec split into 2 teams. In person much more fun than online. I’m aware that 

though we’ve worked well we’ve never sat in the same room together 

People are keen 

SWC let me and MW know what days you’d be around in Durham over easter – hopefully 

we will have some fun for once. That’s all from me. College gyms projected to open first day 

of term 

MF I have plans. The gyms need clearing out but well get round to it I’m sure. 

SWC Maybe a meeting early next term. Conscious of deadlines. Let me know if you have 

academic stuff and don’t have time for a meeting. Good luck with degrees, sure you’re all 

doing very well.  

 


